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.Enrollment buldge to be followed bydecline
.

,

By: KEVINFARREIL
·The UMR campus is
crowded and enrollment is
still going up. According to
Joe Wollard, Executiver
Director of Administrative
Services, we are using
classroom space on the UMR
campus in excess of 100%
capacity. From an administrative point of view
this is a financially attractive situation.
However, students see
large lectures as being
crowded,
difficult
and
boring. The professor has no

time for individual explanation and is often
frustrated by the apparent
lack of attention and enthusiasm.
Paul Ponder is the
registrar here at UMR. Mr.
Ponder says that enrollment
fluctuations
depend on
several independent factors.
He adds that even though
enrollment has been increasing steadily for a few
years it will soon level off
and
then
decrease
somewhat.
There are many factors
that caused the enrollment

to increase. One of these
factors is the return of
students to college. These
are students who started
college but weren't able to
finish for some reason. This
trend is still increasing.
Another
increase
in
campus population is due to
an increase in graduate
school enrollment. For the
first time in years, graduate
school enrollment is increasing. This is due to the
recongition in industry of the
masters degree.
An unexpected increase in
enrollment is caused by
transfer students. There are

20%- more transfer students
this semester than there was
last spring. A total of 600
students have transferred to
UMR this fall. Many of these
students have completed
their first two years at
another
college.
They
continue at UMR in their
junior year. This causes a
population bulge at the
junior level.
In this period of growth
that has been occurring for
the last three years there has
never been as many people
graduating as there are
coming in. In a period of no
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growth there would be equal
numbers
entering
and
leaving. We are now headed
for such a level condition.
There are a number of
variables that will tend to
decrease the enrollment.
The most significant of these
variables is the shortage of
people graduating from high
school. There simply aren't
as many people graduating
from high school as in the
past few years.
The
Missouri
budget
situation will also playa part
in reducing enrollment.
State support for UMR Is
10% less than last year. In
addition enrollment is up
14% from last year and inflation is about 10%. This
makes it difficult for the
University to keep the
professors it has without
raising the tuition. Raising

United Fund
misses goa/
By: ELLENHENDRICKS

'Steinmetz to speak at luncheon
SOURCE: OPI
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State Rep. Kaye H.
Steinmetz of Florissant will
discuss "Women in Politics"
Wednesday, Nov. 18, in the
concluding session of the
University of MissouriRolla's noon series, "Women
at Work."
Rep. Steinmetz is serving
her third term. in the
Missouri General Assembly.
Among
her
legislative
responsibilities and accomplishments are serving
as vice chairman of the
Social Services & Medicaid
Committee,
and
membership on the following
committees: Appropriations
for
Social
Services;
Education; and State Parks,
Recreation and Natural
Resources. She is also a
member of the joint House
and Senate Lambert Airport

Committee and co-chairman
of the State Task Force on
Adoption. She has been on
numerous other committees,
especially in the fields of
edcuation, mental health
and children.
Her civic contributions
include serving as a member
of the Planning Council for
United Way of Greater St.
Louis; State Board of
Directors, Missouri Junior
Miss Program; and the
Steering Committee, Court
Appointed
Special
Advocates. She is former
executive vice president of
the Florissant Chamber of
Commerce, and has worked
in other Chamber of Commerce groups.
She is founder and past
president of Missourians'
Aid for American Indians,
first chairman and founder
of the Florissant Senior

Citizens

Advisory Comand a former
member and first woman on
the Florissant Planning and
Zoning Commission. She is a
member and past president
of the Catholic Daughters of
America, Court 1733, and a
former board member and
magazine editor for the
Missouri State ParentTeacher Association.
Other memberships include
Soroptimist
International,
League
of
Women Voters, and the
District Board of Directors,
Boy Scouts of America.
She
has
received
numerous awards and is
listed in Outstanding Young
Women of America and
Who's
Who
Among
American Women.
Rep. Steinmetz is married
and the mother of four
children. She is the daughter

mittee,

of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Herrmann,
Rolla,
a
graduate of Rolla High
School
and
Columbia
College, and attended the
University of MissouriColumbia.
Registration
for
the
program is still open.
Contact Martha Fort, 3414304.

the tuition will make It
impossible for some students
to attend UMR.
Raising the tuition will
make it especially difficult
for those who are applying
for Federal grants and
loans. As these programs
are cut, many students will
find themselves without the
funds for college.
Mr. Ponder states the poor
employment could cause a
decrease in enrollment. This
is not likely in the
engineering and · science
field, at least not in the
foreseeable future. Mr.
Ponder does say that all
things considered, the best
guess we can make is that
the rate of enrollment will
level off in the next year or
two and it may even decline
a bit. He adds that no one can
say for sure.

The Campus United Fund
Drive, running through
November fell sbort of the
goal but still collected a
large sum of money for the
Rolla Area United Fund. So
far, $13,717 has been
collected with expectations
exceding $14,000. While most
of the contributions came
from UMR faculty and
employees, some student
organizations
deserve
special mention, namely the
Photo Club, Karate Club,
Panhellenic Board and Pi

Kappa Alpha, who with
extra
effort,
collected
$614.59.
Every donation, from $1 to
$500, goes to the United
Fund. No administrative
costs are taken out of
collected money.
The Rolla Area United
Fund's goal tilts year is
$60,500. Among the many
organizations which benefit
from a United Fund donation
are: American Red Cross,
Big Brothers/Big Sisters,
Boy and Girl Scouts. Phelps
County Humane Association
and the Salvation Army.
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Gene,al Mote,s Resea,ch
I completes $150000 pledge
Dr. Thomas A. Flaim,
member of the staff of the
General Motors Research
Laboratories,
Warren,
Mich., presented a check for
$30,000 Monday (Nov. 2) as
the final payment on a fiveyear pledge of $150,000
support for the University of
Missouri-Rolla.
Dr.
Tomlinson Fort Jr., Provost,
accepted the check for UMR.
UMR is one of 42 colleges
and universities receiving
financial support from the

General Motors Foundation
during the past five years as
part of general Motors' Key
Institution Program.
"The General Motors
corporate body recognizes
that there will be less
governmental support for
higher education in the
future, and that industry will
be called upon to increase its
financial contributions to
colleges and universities to
insure the supply of highly
qualified technical and

scientific personnel," Flaim
said. "A future financial
commitment to UMR will
come as a result of a
proposal to be submitted by
.the
University,
and
recommendations by the
eight-member GM Key
Institution Team. "
Flaim received his B.S.
degree in physics from UMR
in 1968 and M.S. and Ph. D.
degrees
in
ceramic
engineering from UMR in
1970 and 1971.
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Uniforms were worn on campus by military active and non-active
military personnel in honor of Veterans Day Wednesday, Nov. 11.
\
(Photo by Hardesty)
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Calendar Of Events . Calendar Of Events Calendar Of
Events C~le~da~ · OiE~ents Calendar Of Ev iIt
lendar

Editor's Note: If your organization is having a'
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
Building T-l before Monday at 9 p.m. and we will
list it in the Activities Section of the paper. No
articles submitted will be printed unless written
in complete sentences with proper grammar. No
schedule or- flyers will be rewritten and
published by the staff for the Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.
I

THURSDAY
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE
Barb Summers, a member of Jews for Jesus, will present a
discussion of her experiences as an orthodox Jew coming to know
Christ. The meeting begins at6 :00 p.m. atCCH, 607 State Street.
I
TONIGHT'S MOVIE
Tonight's movie is "The Tree of Wooden Clogs" directed by Ermanmo Olmi. The movie will be shown in Miles Auditoriwn, Room 104
of the Mechanical Engineering Building. The show starts at 7:30 p.m.,
Admission $2.25 at the door or season tickets .
MSMCLIMBING CLUB

The MSM Climbing Club is still meeting every Thursday at 6: 30 in
Room 305 Norwood Hall . We will be climbing till Hell freezes over (i.e.
IT SNOWS IN ROLLA).

The Mine, currently has seve,al
staff openings fo,:

News Writers
Investigative Reporters
H you a,e interested in applying
for these positions, come to the
Mine, office ,Bldg. T-1, Monday
night at 9 p.m. 0' call the office.

Missouri Miner
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LECTURE

The Society of Physics Students and the Astronomy Club will
sponsor a lecture on Thursday, November 12, at 7:30 in Physics 104.
Frank J . Low will speak on Infrared Astronomy. Everyone Is
welcome.
ETAKAPPANU
Eta Kappa Nu Is having a general business meeting at 6:30 p.m. on
Thursday, Nov. 19th, in Room 104 E.E. Refreshments will be served
afterwards. All members are encouraged to attend.

FRIDAY

SUB THEATRICAL PRESENTATION
Student Union Board Theatrical Presentation, " An Evening With
Mark Twain," one-man show, Cedar Street Center, Seventh and
Cedar streets, 8 p.m. Free. Public admitted if seating is available.

SATURDAY

POINT BLANK TO PRESENT CONCERT ATUMR
The Student Union Board at the University of Missouri-Rolla will
present Point Blank in concert at8 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 21, in the Gale
Bullman Multi-Purpose Building.
Tickets are $3 for UMR students (1.0. required) and $5 for all
others. They will be on sale Nov. 16-20 in the lobby of the University
Center-East.
UMR SPORTS CAR CLUB
The UMR Sports Car Club will be having an Auto Cross this
Saturday, Nov. 14th at 12:30 p.m. on the Silver Parking lot, lot 26, by
the Comp. Sci. building. Everyone welcome.

SUB Scripts

III

Foosball tourney
starts Nov. 23.

~

Point Blank will be in concert at 8 p.m. at the MultiPurpose Building. Anyone
interested in playing in the
SUB Backgammon tournament may signup up until
November 18th in , the
University Center East.
Signups for the Student
Union
Board
Foosball
tournament will run from
November
23rd
until
December
5th.
These
sign ups will be posted in the
University Center East.

arafter

year, semester

after semester,
the college plan from Fidelity l lnion Lite

SOUTHWINDS

WEDNESDAY
WESLEY

Mike Norberg will speak at the Wesley Foundation this evening at
6:00 p.m. His topiC is, "Today 's Youth, A Chosen Generation. "
Everyone is invited to hear Mike speak. The Wesley Foundation is
located at 403 West 8th St.
The American Society of Mechanical E ngineers will present
Charles Manson of Halliburton Services to discuss tool research and
engineering at Halliburton. The meeting will be held on Wednesday,
November 18, at 7:00 p.m. in the M.E. Auditoriwn. Pictures for the
Rollamo will be taken and refreshments will be served after the
meeting. Everyone Isinvited.

NODAY

Find out why.

LaITY Kreader
Rich Meier
Mark Da vis
71 7 Pine Suite 20 I
(abo ve Scott's Boo kstore)

s

ATTENTION NEW co-op STUDENTS
Please notily the Co-op office immediately if you have accepted a
Co-op job for the Spring or Summer, 1981 semester.

KME
KME is still holding the math help sessions in room 2W-MCS every
Monday and Thursday from 6:30-8:30 p.m. Applications to join KME
are still available at the math office for interested students.

ATTENTION GRADUATING STUDENTS
Commencement announcements are now available In the
Registrar's Ollice for all graduating students. 'These announcements
are provided by the University at no cost to students who will be
graduating on December 20, 1961
BASKEI'BALLCHEERLEADER TRYOUTS
Clinics for this year's basketball cheerleader tryouts will be held
November 16 and 17 from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. in the gymnastics
room at the Multi-Purpose Building. The tryouts will be held Thursday , November 19, from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Anyone interested in
trying out (male or female) must attend both clinics and tryouts.
Sponsored by Student Council.

NEWMAN STUDENT RETREAT
The Newman Center is sponsoring a student retreat on Nov. 13-15,
next weekend. Stop by Newman at 10th and Main for details and signups.

364·5268
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MISSOURI GRANT CHECKS ARRIVED

Missouri Grant checks have arrived for the Fall 1981 term. You may
receive them at the Cashiers window, G-2, Parker Hall.

is th e most accep ted. most p opular life insurance
program on campuses all over America .

Call us:

for!ll

Nove
John

ASME

BICYCLE SAFETY PROGRAM
On November 14 VFW Post 2025 and the UMR Interfraternity
Council will sponsor a Lite-A-Bike program from 8:00 a .m. until noon.
The program will feature a safety inspection and a lecture from a
local law enforcement officer.

On Friday, November
13th, the Fine Arts Committee will present An
Evening with Mark Twain at
8 p.m. at the Cedar Street
Center.
-The
Indoor
Recreation Committee will
present "The Seduction of
Joe Tynan" at 8 p.m. on
Sunday, November 15th in
Centennial Hall. John Biggs
will return for a repeat
performance on Friday,
November 20th at 8 p.m. in
Centennial
Hall.
On
Saturday. November 21st.

SWE HAVE MEETING
The Society of Women Engineers will have a meeting Tuesday,
November 17 at 6: 15 p.m. in the Missouri Room. There will be a
speaker from McDonnell Douglas and refreshments will be served.

There will be a Southwinds meeting, Tuesday, Nov. 17 in H-SS,
Room G-7 at 8:00. All who are interested. please attend.

SUB COFFEEHOUSE
On Friday, November 20, at 8:00 p.m. the Student Union Board will
present John Biggs for a return colleehouse engagement. The performance will be held in Centennial Hall and soda and popcorn will be
served for 10 cents each.

III

TUESDAY

----------_ ...
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John Biggs returns
SUBMITl'ED BY
SUB
SUB will be presenting
John Biggs, singer-guitarist,
in a coffee house per-

bea

rved.

formance , Friday night,
November 20, at 8:00 p.m.
John, who has played here

before, has been performing
full time for the past five
years. His talents have
successfully carried him all
over the United States and to
western Europe.
John's act centers on folk,
contemporary folk, country

and bluegrass music. He
says he "stole some of
it. .. and wrote the rest."
He is an accomplished
guitarist, playing both the
six and twelve string flat
tops as well as playing a
pretty fair five strJng banjo
- but his first love is

n II-ss,

leningat
eration."

idatioG is
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dnesday,

singing, and in that respect
he is gifted with a strong,
clear, yet warm voice.
Although usually doing the
entire show himself, John
has toured with over twenty
different
recording
artists .. .including John Hartford,
Waylon Jennings,
Vassar Clements, Michael
Murphy, Dave Loggins, and
the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band.
As his many ... many return
engagements and favorable
reviews indicate - whether
in club, coffeehouse, or
concert - John Biggs is an
entertainer very much on
the side of an enjoyable
evening. The performance
will be held in Centennial
Hall and soda and popcorm
will be available for lOt
each.

s for the
aflerthe
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SUBMITI'ED BY
LAMBDACJn
Lambda Chi Alpha 's third
annual "Night at the Fights"
was held on Friday, October
30th. The proceeds from this
year's tournament are being
donated to the Gingerbread
House. The Gingerbread
House is a home for severly
handicapped children where

a trained staff can carry out
the rehabilitation plans for
each child in an affectionate,
home-like atmosphere.
This year's "Night at the
Fights" offered nine boxing
matches.
Each
match
proved to be an exciting
contest, Congratulations are
in order for winners Brian
Kitt, Stan Barnes, Eugene

Mitchell, Artie Wells, Ed
Walden, Gary Beck, Kevin
lsom, Leslie Buchanon, Rob
Fecho, and for Mike Todd,
this year's fighter of the
night.
Lambda Chi has sponsored
the "fights" for the last
three years. The hours spent
recruiting
boxers,
organizing practice sessions,

Miner of the
Month awarded
SUBMITl'ED
were thought to be unBy BLUE KEY
paralleled in recent UMR
Roger White, a candidate history. Our most sincere
from Thomas Jefferson Hall thanks and congratulations
Association, has been named go out to .Roger and we look
Blue Key Miner of the Month forward to more projects of
for the Month of October, this nature.
1981. Roger, a resident of 6th
Roger will be awarded the
floor T.J ., was the chief
coordinator
and
ad- certificate of {ec0gnition as
ministrator for T.J .H.A.'s Blue Key Miner of the Month
haunted house that raised . and his name will be added
to the plaque (located in
$780.00 for the Cerebral
Palsy Foundation. ROger's University Center West
efforts in motivating a lobby) which honors all
residence hall to take on a previous recipients of this
'
service project of this scale honor as well.

News Briefs
Delicious
MEXICAN FOOD
" MEXICO CITY STYLE"
Closed Monday

"LA POSADA"
364-1971
Dining Room
Food To Go
Highway 63 S.
ROLLA, MO.

and making arrangements
for the event by the memhers of Lambda Chi have
helped many local charities.
The proceeds from this
year's tournament will help
meet the construction costs
of the Gingerbread House,
which will aid children from
the 15 surrounding counties.

SUB presents
Mark Twain
SUBMITl'ED
By SUB

America's most beloved
author and humOrist, Mark
Twain, unveiling a rich
tapestry of laughter and
thought-provoking
commentary. The evening will
include tall tales of the old
west, adventure stories and
random comments on the
present dismal state of affairs.

The Fine Arts Committee
of the Student Union Board
will -present "An Evening
with Mark Twain" starring
Roger Durrett as Samuel
Clemens,
this
Friday,
November 13, at 8:00 p.m.
The performance will be
held at the Cedar Street
Theatre located at 7th and
Roger Durrett will bring to
Cedar Streets and is free to life Mark Twain with all his
students and the general wit and charm, ready to
public as space pertnits.
bring wisdom and humor to
The program recreates all who attend.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---1
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SUB concert;

Warren to

Ground bt:eaks

Point Blank

read poetry

at TJ

SOURCE: OPI

SOURCE: OPI

SOURCE: OPI

The Student Union Board
at
the
University
of
Missouri-Rolla will present
Point Blank in concert at 8
p.m. Saturday, Nov. 21 in the
Gale.Bullman Multi-Purpose
Building.
Tickets are $3 for UMR
students (1.0. required) and
$5 for all others. They will be
on sale Nov. 16-20 in the
lobby of the University
Center-East.

Eugene Warren, associate
professor of English at the
University of MissouriRolla, will conduct a poetry

When the University of
Missouri-Rolla
bought
Thomas Jefferson Residence
Hall in 1976, alumni and
friends of UMR came to the
rescue
On Nov. 14, many of them
will be on hand as honored
guests
for
activities
associated with the groundbreaking ceremony for the
$7 million addition to the

reading at 4 p.m. Tuesday,
Nov. 17 in the Mark Twain
Room, University CenterEast.
Warren will read selections from his recent books
"Geometrills of Light" and
at Easter."

Roger Durrett will star as Samu,el Clemens this
Friday night at 8 p.m. at the Cedar Street Center.
The show, "An Evening With Mark Twain" is
sponsored by the SUB fine arts committee. The
show is free to UMR students.

SuccessfuU,easoning

Dr. Sparks to
lecture on
inventiveness
SOURCE: OPI

Dr. Robert E. Sparks,
Washington
University
professor
of
chemical
engineering, will speak on
" Inventive
Reasoning:
Learning to be Inventive" at
7:30 p.m. Nov. 18 in the
University of Missouri-Rolla
University Center, Centennial Hall. The public is
invited. There is DO admission charge.
The lecture is an arts and
sciences
continuing
education activity of UMR
psychology. According to
Martha- Fort, arts and
sciences
continuing
education coordinator, "This
lecture may changa the way
you learn or the way you
teach." She said that Sparks
will examine subjects such
as the inventing experience,
how a learning experience
can
be
organized
to
stimulate
flexibility _ in
thinking, how to reduce time

spent waiting for ideas to
happen, and how inventive
reasoning is acquired and
taught.
He will also give a seminar
on
the
biologicalbiochemical
transport
process at 4 p.m. Nov. 19 in
Chemical
Engineering
Room 140.
Sparks has been on the
Washington
University
faculty since 1972 and has .
served as director of the
biological
transport
laboratory and as chairman
of
tbe
biomedical
engineering program there.
He has also been professor of
chemical engineering at
_ Case
Western
Reserve
University and research
engineer
with
Esso
Research and Engineering
Company.
For more information,
contact Dr. Ronald Kellogg,
341-4822, or Dr. Orrin
Crosser, 341-4459.

Weekdays 9·5

Social Security Mess

Must be someway out of here
By DR. GEORGE S.
BENSON
PresIdent
NATIONAL
EDUCATION PROGRAM
Perhaps there is no way in
America today to stir up
people's emotions more
quickly than to mention
Social Security. So powerful
are the emotions evoked by
the subject that most
commentators steer away
from it like the plague. Yet

Social Security is a vitally
important issue to many
people but about which there
is great misunderstanding.
To duck the issue because of
its controversial nature is to
court more serious problems
on downstream.
We really need to understand the facts in the
matter in order to know
which course of action we
should ask our representatives to pursue. Most

come to rely on Social
Security as their only means
of support in Old-age, hence
the fierce emotionalism
concerning the program. But
this very fact points up the
necessity of working to solve
the problems in the system.
There are two types of
problems: short-range and
long-range. The short-range
involves
fear
of
" bankruptcy" of the Old-Age
and Survivors trust fund
about November, 1982. The

people understand very little
about the system itself and
consequently
are
illprepared to understand the
problem.
The
Social
Security
System was established by
Act of Congress in 1935 and
went into effect in 1937. It
was designed to supplement
a person's retirement income, not be his retirement
income.
Unfortunately,
millions of Americans have

Student Qpinions
SUBMITTED

ByBSU
The twenty-first Student
Opinion Poll was held on
Tuesday, November 3rd,
with 489 students participating (7.2% of the
. students enrolled here).
Poll results:
1. Should U.S. economic aid
to underdeveloped countries
be cut back?
Yes-50.5%
N0-45.6%
2. Do you favor building
more nuclear power plants?
Yes-69.3%
No-28.8%
3. Would you be interested in
attending
a
workshop
designed to improve your
communication skills?
Male-Yes-37.8%
Female-Yes-l0.6%
Unspecified-Yes-18.2%
No-32.9%
5. Should the creation theory
be taught in public schools
along with the theory of
evolution?
Yes-67.3%
No-30.3%
6. Do you wish that you knew
more about the Bible?

Yes-73.6%
No-26.4%
7. How many hours of TV do
you watch a week?
(}-2 hours-33.9%
2-5 hours-24.1%
5-10 hours-20.4%
1(}-15 hours-13.5%
15 or more-7.6%

The Student Opinion Poll is
held every Tuesday from
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the
Hockey Puck or in the
University Center West
lobby. The poll is sponsored
by the Baptist Student Union
for all interested students.

Money

The following is an update would go into other fees
on an article run on the front charged to the enrolling
page of the Sept. 3 issue of student. However, should the
The Miner. It is in response applicant elect not to attend,
to a question of validity of the charge would be forthe information concerning . feited .
to
Dr.
According
the
fee
requirements
Tomlinson Fort, Provost, the
reported in the OP] release.

As of August 1, 1981, an
application charge of $20 for
Missouri residents and $40
for non-residents was made
mandatory at UMR. The
charge is to be on all new
applications.
The charge is refundable
should the applicant decide
to attend UMR. The money
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See Social Page 9

ELECTRONIC EARRING AND PIN-Hot , red LOVE
LITE comes complete with a Mini-battery .
Guaranteed to lite up your nite life . Send $6.00
for one or $10.00 for two to : TRADING . Box
1007 -A " Warwick , R.L 02888.

charge is in reaction to
University budget cuts. "We
get a tremendous number of
applicants (that) take a
tremendous
amount of
people time," he said.
He concluded by saying
that the money goes to
paying
postage
for
correspondence with the
applicants and toward the
salaries of those people who
process the applications.
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Back By Popular
Demand!! !

Your Entertainment

\~
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I.

The Fabulous

!7Je

_

Lounge
PLUS
The Finest Food
For Lunch or Dinner
Visit
The Three Rivers Restaurant

•
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•
•
•
•
•

•

THE GREAT STEAK SALE 10 oz . Sirloin Steak with Baked Potato.
Salad, Vegetable and Beverage for only $6.95.
Every Wednesday , Thursday and Saturday

•

~M_a_r_t_in_S~p~r~in~g~D~r~.___________
R_o_llo________________3_6_4_-5_2_00~-* •

100% whole potato cut with a special
process and fried to give them that old
fashioned home style flavor .

Reg. order
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Compare
our spuds
to our
fries!
1202 N_ Bishop
Rolla, MO

364-8998
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The Diehl Montgomery
Student Finance Plan
KURLYSPUDS

L

lJSlDewtlJDOtbeprlDted.
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Center in Rolla

Application Fees

By DAVE GRIESE

long-range
problem
the generation
gap. involves
When Social Security was
established there was an
average of sixteen people
paying taxes to support one

Comments

(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)
This plan allows the students upon approved credits and
job, to buy a new car with nothing down and payments of
$25 .00 per month until you are on the job. This plan is not
new. Dieh l Montgomery has sold over 1000 new cars and
trucks to graduating students this way. See us for the
details. Also you can use your own insurance or ours.
This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it.
" This is a special discount program for students. We will be
glad to quote you a price on any Ford lincoln Mercury
product ."
"The Oldest Car Dealer in Rolla"
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Aloneness
is priceless

Features

By : HELENBIRDSTEIN
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Loneliness: feeling oneself
alone and longing for
company
or
friends.
Aloneness: apart from other
persons or things ; solitary.
Most people think of these
two
words
as
being
synonyms. In many cases,
they are. However, many
people living in the dorms
often crave aloneness, not
loneliness.
Loneliness is very often
felt when the student first
arrives at this school. He
doesn't know many people, if
any, and spends much of his
time waiting in his dorm
room waiting for somebody
to come looking for him.,
Eventually. of course, he

./

Let~ complain
By M. DEAN ANGOVE

o

I rarely like to violate the
usually rigid journalistic
attitude of keeping the first
person out of stories that are
to be published. But in this
particular instance, I truly
believe that it is about time
somtjOne spoke'out about this
major public hazard.
I will be the first to admit
that I happen to be an "outof-stater" who has done a
considerable amount of
travel. And also, while I
would hesitate to claim that I
am among the 'perfect'
drivers on the road, I will not
shy away from a claim to
saying that I am among the
better drivers in the city of
Rolla.
Now you ask, "Where does
this guy get the nerve to say
that?"
Well, to answer that

bumper ...
... And then, without fail ,
slows down to fifteen, or
twenty and pokes along at
such a speed as to race
snails.
It isn't rare for cars while
on a negative sloping road to
not have to step on the brake
pedal to be sufficiently slow
when approaching a controlled intersection. While
this may reduce wear on
brake drums, it is a road
hazard.
Personally, I do not view
the "problem drivers" of
Rolla as a collective group
who are unskilled in the

question, I will take to the
road in this story, and
"drive" the reader through
one short pass... a typical
one... through Rolla. I will
mention perhaps types of
automobiles, but those are
only necessary to emphasize
the journey.
We pull into a main
thoroughfare by turning
right by a gas station.
Glancing over your left
shoulder not a car is within
two city blocks when you
look ...
... But five seconds later, a
yellOW, well-beaten sedan
hastily begins breathing
heavy on your rear end. The
driver, obviously impatient,
rips out from behind you
(without signaling, I should
add) and 'breaks into a burst
of speed to blur past your car
anel pull in front of you,
narrowly shading your front

•
•
•
•
•
•
• Why not diet?
•
•
By KAREN NICKEL

For some reason, I have
heard more people than
usual
either
casually
mention or vehemently
swear that they Just must go
on a diet, today. After a few
moments thought, the start
of the diet begins tomorrow
morning. But that is seJfdefeating because when
tomorrow morning comes, it
is today and you promised
that tomorrow morning you
would start the diet. This is
what you call an infinite
loop.. An ever-widening in-

finite loop.
As I sit here munching on
my Fritos, I will give all you
potential dieters a few
helpful hints on imaginative
but not necessaruy effective
diets.
First, a diet that you might
not think so imaginative.
Just don't eat. If you don't
think this is imaginative try
it for two <lays. You will .be
surprised with some of the
wild things you think. Your
yellow pencil suddenly looks
like a banana and you begin
to peel it. Not until the
splinters embed themselves

S.U.B. - concerts

Point Blank
in concert
Nov. 21st at 8:00 PM in
the UMR Multi-Purpose
Bldg.

r

)

-

y

Tickets on sale in the University
Center East. Nov. 16-20
Students $3.00
Non-students $5.00
~-

Groundwaves

See
Diet
Page 7

One-Horse
Books & Records ~
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We buy . sell & trade

-Records

364-2244 __
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can really build up an appetite so I started munching
down on my pickle and
peanut butter on rye. AIl of a
sudden this big claw rips it
out of my hands. Now I'd
messed up - this is where
that thing-that-lives-in-mycloset-at-night goes during
the day. These bodies are the
ones that di~'t pull the
covers tight enough over
their heads, geez! AIl I could
think about was how I hadn't
kissed my dad goodbye that
morning.
(l'll
never
step
on
a n o t h e rc r a c k 0 r-

drinkgrainalcoholtillmyeyesl .
ugoutagain)! Then, talk
about a rapid transition, it
was all gone. No more hairy
monsters but also no more
sandwich or beer. I was
mad. Now I'm in this dim lit "'psychedelic opium den.
There's bodies her~, too, but
I think they're alive - ' just
passed out. Hey, great

See
Groundwaves
Page 9

Quality Cleaners
Expert Cleaning
108 w . 7th Street

Reasonably Priced
Rolla. Mo. 6S401

Christopher Jewelers
Diamonds and Watches
903 Pine

Rollo . MO 364-2"64

~:;.':!~~~~~~~~:.;:~~:;.':!~~~~~~~

r----------------COUPON---------------I
813 Pine
I
O~"
34 1-31 6 1
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U-Comics

/

DirSers:
I'm sorry Everett missed
class tomorrow. He really
wanted to come but due to
circumstances beyond his
control he is in another
dimension. You see I had
just finished my everyday
breakfast
of
chocolate
milktoast
with
worcestershire sauce (recipe
available upon request). I
was reaching for my brown
bag (the same one I have
used since I was in seventh
grade and has every date
since then scribbled on it)
lunch (pickle and peanut
butter on rye with a warm
Busch beer (now a dime
more»
. from
the
refrigerator,
when
a
booming voice said " This
isn't your day. " I just
thought it was one of my pet
slugs digesting a neighborhood toy poodle and slid
under the door to school.
Well, next thing you know,
I'm not on my block at all but
in some big creepy building
with dead (geez, I hope)
people wrapped in bandages.
They're all kind of set up in
big glass cases like the
braunschweiger,
bologna
and Swiss cheese at Mr.
Myer's Deli used to be before
I got my first tennis shoes.
And if you think that's weird
- they even have old dead
birds and pigs and cats echhh! Now a t~ng like this

under your fingernails -do
you realize the middle of
your banana is black not
white. Actually this may be a
bit drastic for some of you.
Cold turkey is the hardest,
but if you don't know when to
stop, it may be best. (Don't
go this route until somebody
mistakes you for a school
bus on the day you wear
yellow sweats.)
Then you have all your fad
diets. The high protein, the
low protein, the no-fat-nosugar, the all fruit and
vegetable, ad infinitum, ad
naseum. I have come up with
a few of my own. First, the
isolation diet. It consists of
bread and water for 5-10
days. If the thought of bread

......
,
"
r

with having an automobile,
it is possible to get in your
car, drive just a couple miles
out of town, and park on a
lonely road somewhere just
to sit by yourself and think.
If you are not so lucky, you
can always walk to one of the
nearby parks. This can be a
little dangerous if you take
this hike late in the evening,
or if you happen to be a
female. But, if you get to the
point that you need to be
alone, this rarely enters into
your mind.
If none of this helps, no
need to worry, it's only a few
more weeks till the end of the
semester when you can go
back
home
and
be
surrounded by all your old
friends and your family.

Letter from home

See
Complain
page 8

presents

will make friends. Then he
spends much, if not all, of his
free time with them.
His time is now spent in
class, eating, sleeping,
studying, and being with his
friends (not necessarily in
that order). Through all this
activity the student has
failed to allow for time to be
by himself. He starts
wishing that he hadn't
promised to study with a
friend, that he didn't have to
help at the party that night,
that he could be in his room
for more than 15 minutes
without
his
roommate
walking in. (No offense intended roomie!)
Of course, there are
several remedies to this
malady. If you are blessed

1

SO~ ~e~~
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I
Ham & Cheese or 11 o.m.-7 p.m. I
Turkey & Cheese Salad
gn
With Large Drink

$1.5 5

~
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1
Expi res November 19th, 1981
1
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II E n te rs th e Pit"

Scoo ter Pol.

SOURCE : SPI

As we last left our hapless
hero he and his trusted
assistant were standing at
the second floor window of
l<Ted's State Bank awaiting
renowned
the
G.B.,
helicopter pilot, so they
could search the bank roof,
the same bank which only
minutes earlier had been the
scene of a devastating
murder.
"He's Coming awful close
to the building, Scooter,"
stated Doc.
"Don't worry Doc, G.B. is
the best pilot I know,"
Scooter replied.
"He's the only pilot you
know! " Doc said as he
pointed toward the oncoming
helicopter. "He's gonna hit
the bank," Doc shouted.
Scooter and ' Doc hit the
floor of the bank president's
office as G.B.'s helicopter
tilted back to stop, too
closely to the building,
allowing the blade to
dislodge the 'F' from the
Fred's State Bank sign.
Scooter jumped up and
hollered out the window
"Hey G.B., drop the rope
ladder down, I gotta check
the roof."
"Will do Scooter," G.B.
yelled back as he threw
down the rope ladder. He
the
positioned
then
helicopter above the bank so
the ladder was outside the
window.
"Your not gonna go out
there are you Scooter?" Doc
asked, concern in his voice.
"I'll be alright, besides,
this is the fastest way to the
roof and I'll be able to make
an aerial search while I'm
up there," Scooter answered
as he grabbed the rope
ladder.
G.B.
Immedia tely
swerved the helicopter away
from the building, sending
Scooter careening toward
structure s on the opposite
side of the street, then
helicotper
the
banked
sharply, just before Scooter
collided, flying to rest just
above the bank's roof. He
then deposited Scooter on the
roof and landed several feet
from our favorite do-gooder.
huh
flying,
"Nice
Scooter? " G.B. asked. When

Scooter didn't reply he said, shook their heads. "That's
"Hey Scooter, you can let go the Murder Weapon!"
" Wow Scooter how do you
of the rope now! "
Scooter opened his eyes do it?" G.B. and Doc said in
and nimbly jumped to his unison.
reasoning,
"Deductive
feet. " Been playin' Galaxian
Scooter what else?" Scooter replied.
G.B.? "
again,
Scooter knew there would
snarled.
be no fingerprints on the
"Hey, your lucky I found
this place. You said Fred's gun, the rest of the murder
State Bank, not Red's State was too well planned. The
gun would lead him to this
Bank," G.B. argued.
"Your crazy, it... " Scooter man, though. He had to go
stopped as he realized the see the only man in Rolla
sign he was about to motion who dealt in guns, the same
to actually did say Red's. man who was responsible for
much of the other illegal
"Maybe that wasn't Julie,"
vices of city.
Scooter mumbled to himself.
"Gentlemen, it's time to
"Whatcha talkin' about
go see the Mole! "
Scooter? " G.B queried.
Scooter sped away from
"Huh, oh nuthin', " Scooter
the bank with much on his
said as he quickly dispelled
mind. He knew Julie would
the thought and turned to the
be safe. When the inspector
business at hand. "I need to
make a search of the roof- finished questioning her she
had left for his own office
top."
with Doc and G.B. in the
Scooter quickly left G.B.
helicopter. Now he had to see
and made his way to the
the Mole. It was the only way
open trap door in the middle
though, and he knew it. Only
of the roof. He then scanned
around and ran to the back of the Mole would be able to tell
him who had bought the gun,
the roof. Just then Doc apbut why would he? Scooter
peared from the trap door.
knew he would have to t:hink
"Hey Doc, what the hell's
of a great plan. He pulled
goin' on here anyway? " G.B.
over at the front of a liquor
asked.
store, got out and went in to
"Me an' the Scoots are
buy eight cases of beer.
inspectin' the murder of the
Scooter pulled his Ferrari
bank presiden t," replied
up in front of the Pit. Some
Doc.
people still called it the
"01' Red's dead, huh?"
basemen t, but most now just
responded G.B.
referred to it as the Pit. The
"It's Fred, not Red!"
Mole would be here. This is
Scooter yelled as he walked
where he ran his unup to his pals.
derworld.
"Fred, Smed, who cares?
Scooter carried the beer
Find out anything Scooter?"
•
up to the door and knocked.
asked G.B.
A bearded man appeared at
"Yeah, our gunman came
the door.
out this way alright. It looks
"Whatch a want?" the man
like a professional job. He
asked.
climbed up the fire escape
"Good day sir, I'm doing a
and made it to the roof by a
survey for a popular brand. "
rope I found over there,"
Scooter replied.
Scooter said as he motioned
"So what," the man
the back end of the roof. "If
countered.
only we had more to go on. "
"I got lots of free stuff for
"Oh yeah, I found this on
you to try," returned
the stairwell on my way up
Scooter.
here," Doc volunteered as he
"So what," the man again
held forth a .44 Magnum .
said.
"Put that away Doc,
"It's beer," Scooter barely
somebody could get shot,"
got that out when the man
Scooter warned.
burst open the door.
"Hey, maybe that's the
"Well why the hell didn't
murder weapon!" quirped
you say so," the man said as
G.B.
he grabbed four cases and
"Wait, I got an idea,"
headed down the stairs.
Scooter said as Doc and G.B.
his
regained
Scooter
looked at each other and

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street Rolla
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364·2669 or 364·9878

senses and picked up the rest
of the beer and followed the
man. Now if only the. Mole
didn't see through his
disguise.
As he walked down the
stairs he realized from the
smell why this was referred
to as the Pit. Scooter heard
the man at the bottom of the
stairs say, "Some idiot
outside is givin' away free
beer!"

Scooter entered the pit.
There were three men there.
The bearded man he met at
the door, another man with a
funny green jacket on, and
the Mole. They all were
Scooter's
in
engrossed
samples.
"Help yourself gentlemen,

and wa
apparent ly to ravage all of
Rolla.
Suddenly Mole spoke.
"What do want here, Scooter
P.L?"
Scooter felt an icy tingle go
up his back, and he knew it
wasn't from the beer Onc
had spilled on his way out.
"How did you know it was
me?" he asked.
"Who else would wear a
stupid chicken hat Iik-e that. "
stated the Mole.

I got lots here." Scooter said
smiling.
After Scooter had been
there an hour he began
wondering if he had brought
enough beer. There was less
than a case left and the trio
was still drinking heavily.
"Pretty good stuff, huh
Onc?" The man with the
green jacket sad.
"Yeah, I'm about ready
for a binge," Onc, the
bearded man, said as he
reached down and picked up
a bat.
The jacketed man got up,
screame d "Binge time," and
ran his head through a door.
Only the Mole remained
calm. The others ran out of
the pit and up the stairs,
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Summ it Land Package Includ es:
• 6 days/5 nights deluxe condo minium
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• 3 full days ski lifts
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from Page 5

and water really makes you
sick you can s~bstitute beer
and chocolate cake for two
out of five days. There is also
the late night study diet of
popcorn, peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches, kool-aid
(or lemonade) and M&Ms.
These aren't too balanced so
vit<imins are a must. If
vitamins are the only thing
you forget to eat then maybe
the guru diet is for you. Nuts
(the more exotic the better,
try macadamia and brazil
nuts), Chinese cabbage and
snow peas, mangoes, bread
fruit and kiwi fruit. If you
haven't heard of any of these
foods, don't despair, neither
has half of the world. You
have to stand on your head
and meditate for four hours
to make the diet effective
anyway.
There are also diets to ·
change your image too, not
just your outward dimensions.
To
be
more
sophisticated- try champagne, caviar, and Ritz
crackers. It is always the
Ritz that gives this diet that
"touch of class". For that
down home feeling, try such
things as pinto beans, blackeyed
peas,
cornbread,

Page 7
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buttermilk and peach cobbler. This diet, though, could
be hazardous to your accent.
You may pick up a Georgian
drawl or Arkansas twang.
What I like best are the
ingenious
devices
that
people think of to stop them
from eating. One of the best
is the mouse trap in the
cookie jar. The results are
quite effective. Not only does
it stop you from eating
cookies but it puts one whole
hand out of commission for a
few days. Another winner is
the boxing glove in the
freezer. This takes a little
longer to set up than the
mousetrap but it is worth it if
you are addicted to that
twelve midnight bowl of
chocolate
fudge marble
ripple ice cream. The impact
of the glove also helps you to
fall asleep real quick. Then
there is the alarm connected
from your refrigerator to the
endangered species foundation. When you open the
door an alarm rings and soon
after the little men in white
jackets arrest you for
depleting the amount of food
in your icebox. (A vivid
imagination and some very
helpful but wacky friends

Cellar Games

helps the effectiveness of
this one.) Some people use
posters as deterrants. If you
use
this
route
pick
something that turns your
stomach, such as blood and
guts or a picture of your
calculus teacher. Fat bottomed
ladies
and exclamation points don't do the
job.
Now that your have a few
pointers maybe your diet
will be more interesting and
not
so
logical.
And
remember, today is the day
and yesterday was the day
you said tomorrow morning
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J
I will start my diet.

Free Popcorn
served
after 9:00 p .....

Carry-out popcorn half-price
I 107 Pine Below Sunnywall Flowers

II :00 a.m.-I 2:00 midnight

ST€P OUT
WITH-NUM
When you' re o ut in fr ont. you have to run a l ittle faster than the r est .
It takes aggressive and ca reer -oriented ind ivi duals to keep Anheu se r Busch on top .

Damn, Scooter thought to
himself, he thought this was
a good disguise. Suddenly
Scooter felt a new bravery in
himself. Mostly because
Mole had just gotten up and
was stumhling all over the

room.
Scooter pulled out the .44
magnum and said, "I want
to know who bought this."
Mole looked it over
carefully. Then he smiled.
"There's only one reason I'll

tell you, and its not cause
I'm lit up. I've got a personal
stake in this. the man who
bought that gun, a hitman,
has a long scar on his
forehead." Mole babbled.
" His name is.. . " Mole fell
forward, passing out at
Scooter's feet.
He didn't need to finish
though. Scooter knew who
this man was: Scarface Joe!
Next
week:
Assassin
Ambush.

NOW SHOWING!!!
'82 MODELS

OlDSMOBllES
Models left at
Tremendous Savings .

A
00

Delivered

Beat the Bad Weather Ahead!!
10% Rebate (limited Time Only)
On ANY Jeep CJ or SCRAMBLER . AMC
EAGLE OR CONCORD
Tak e a s Cash or as Down Payment

DON'T WAIT!!
See your AMCI Jeep-Olds-Buick Dealer
Today. Special deals and financing arrangements for UMR graduati

If yo u ' re looking for the opportunity to run ou t In front. talk with our
recruiter when they come to your ca mpus on Tuesday.
November 24. 1981 .

CENTRAL ENGINEERING
B .S . M .E . - M .E.'s wil l gain expe r ience in such diverse f ie lds as
material handling. equipmen t lay out. piping syste m dev elopment.
ste am gen eration . co mpressed air systems. venti lation. heating and
air conditioning. and high-spee d bott le and can packaging .
B .S .E .E. - E. E.'s ca n expect to be wo rk ing in such areas as electri ca l
machine design and app lica tion s. power di stribu t ion. su b-sta tion
layo ut as well as indu strial and com m ercia l lighting. elect rica l
co ntro l cir cuit s. and sys t em s co ntrol.
These positions are pro j ect oriented and allow you the oppo rt unit y
to wo rk on a project from conception to comp letion.

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM
Opportunities exist ,n o ur Co rpo rate M anageme nt Training Prog ram
for ,nd,v,dual s With lea der ship ability and Engineering degrees .
Under thiS one-year pr ogram. col lege graduates are exposed to al l
aspec ts of Anheuser - Busch Compan ies functions and management. Tim e IS spent In a "home" department. as we ll as
,n staff and line organizat io n s to learn through obse rvation
and on -t he- j ob practice. At the end of t he year - long cou r se.
trainees a re assigned to a management o r profeSSional
\
position
Th e Corporate Manag e me nt Training Progr am Inc lud es class·
room In struc tion In management t ech niques. but emphaSizes
o n · the· job training During the co urse of th e program. train ees
are eva luat ed through th e ir own written reports. indiVidual
co nf erences a nd superv i sory performance eva luations
, .-/
Start With the best. step out With Anheuser -Busch For more Information and
sig n lip. contact your placement office ANHEUSER - BUSCH COMPANIES :
Corporate Employment; College Recruiting ; One Busch Place ; St . Louis.
Missouri 63118 . An Equal Opportunity Employer M F

..------------------------------------------------------------------...~.

Motor Co .• Inc.
Olds·Buick-AMC-Jeep·Renault

500 Hwy. 63 South
Rolla, Missouri

.

...

ANHEUSER-BUSG-I COMPANIES

- -
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Classilieds are lree 01 charge as a service and source of
entertainment to the readers. We will not print the combination ollirst and last names. We will print phone nwnbers
only in business-related ads. The Missouri Miner reserves
the right to refuse publication 01 any classified that i ts staff
finds offensive or libelous.

Announcement: To all the TKE's Terrific Tom (vlctum of Vaccumes) is together again with the tigger typist.
J.L.B. ( I.P.G. ),
Personally, I think you ought to latch on to the bum. He's sweet,
good-looking, intelligent, has a sense of humor (and very conceited,
too ). Besides, he can't stand waiting too much longer !
- The Pink Rug
WANTED : Student capable of drafting complete set of plans from
landscapinl! to interior decor for a cost-efficient motel. Low pay but
possible other benefits. For interview, write to RR I, Box C~, Cuba,
Mo., 65453 or call
after 6 p.m.

815-2427

To Lynne,
You need to arrange a midnight rendezvous soon.
Your secret admirer,
Rev. Mike

To whom it has greatly concerned,
A nature person would come and talk to me in person. I am having a

~~~~~th!:;:n~~dse:a~~~re~~~~~ws~r:~~,s~o~~~ ~ S

0 A

like two mature adults.

SOK
Bride-Of-Stein,
I 'm going to sink the captain's Ship and make you my first-mate.
Come Sail With Me,
Doc Finney
WANTED: One male roommate to share new apartment with two
others for Spring semester. AIl modern conveniences included.
Reasonable call 364-5554 or 36>Hl119.
Dear UMB,
We have heard what happened in the van. We are tired of hearing
about it . Shut up or be ponded again.
The Pond Patrol
To the Miner Football Team,
We still think you're the greatest! ! How about them Miners!
Some Devoted Fans
Hey Guys From Warner's,
Private Party? - Reveal your identity and we'll check our
schedules.
The FruIt of the Loom Gang

Congratulations UKO. You were the sharpest on the yard and you
always will be. With Omega Love Always and Forever to S.S.
AlmJghty One of a Kind. Que-way The Precious Pearls of Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity, Inc.

DearBobW.,
Here it is. Was it worth waiting three years?

My Favorite Jwtior Reps,
You aren't as stud as you think!

LOST: One Playboy Bunny. Last seen October 31st in the vicinity of
17th and Cedar. If found, please contact Playboy Club of Rolla-West.
Reward offered.
Hugh Hefner

A True Friend

(J

I
I
I
I
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UMR STUDENTS
To introduce you to our salon, we
are offering a haircut special on
Monday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, $5. Mr. Charles Coiffures, 306 E. 6th.
Expires Nqvember 24, 1981

Love, B, D, and L

/IOnday6 P
7J, Top

jl)eSday~

Jazz
3:»O P,
camel

Ex p e r im en tal Ro to rblo des ( 10 '

lon g : 7·.!....cho rd : 606 1 16 : flu sh

cnd

Remon .

VW

Oif

coo led

engines

'or Aulo , Ai r bo a ts ,
Airc raft cnd G yroco pten .
Fer rous M e tal s mognoflu x ed
(u p 10 700 a m p s).
(314) 3&.4· 3376

It was a pleasure to meet you, Theresa. Hope to see you again,
soon ...
-W.Kitt

Hw y •...b3 N . Rolla . M9 65401
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OUR WINNING COMBO
• Hot Deep Dish Pizza
.Cold Frosted Mugs of Coors
• Warm-Atmosphere

(. ;~~:~&
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Party Rooms
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Complain
mastery of driving, but I do
believe they are very lazy. A
great many of those persons
who I associate with drive
cars, and we all, admittedly,
will do an occasional b0oboo.
But
occasional

from Page 5

overlooking is only a temporary reason for bad
driving habits. Many persons who start their cars in
the morning seem not only
oblivious to other drivers on
the road , but if they know

that they (the others on the
road ) exist, they are uncaring.
But in an attempt to not be
too callous in my judgments,
I will make a few
suggestions.

First, there is a little silver
rod that sticks out from the
steering colwnn. When it is

RX-7 GSL:Think of it as a
high-performance luxury car.

See Com plain
Page 9

Planned Parenthood
Central Ozark
Stop by and
try one of
Ruby's
delicious
concoctions.
Open Mon .-Sat.

9:00a.m.-9 :30 p.m .
Sun . 2 p .m .-9 p.m.
Forum Plaza
Shopping Center
Rolla

SERVICES FOR ALL MEN & WOMEN
BIRTH CONTROL exams . supplies. instruction NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING
PREGNANCY TESTING and exams PROBLEM PREGNANCY COUNSELING an
all options: parenthood, adoption , abortion VENEREAL DISEASE TESTING
STERILIZATION COUNSELING & referrals COUNSELING on problems related
to sexuality and reproduction EDUCATION, FILMS, PAMPHLETS
Services are CONFIDENT AL
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM-the fundametal right of every ind ividual to decide
freely and responsibly when and whether to have children- is a reaffirmat ion of the prin ci ples of individual liberty upon w hich th is country was
founded .
RO LLA CLINIC
1032B King sh ighway (314) 364 -1509

:

[eJeficiary

TELlE FOREIGN CAR
Ma chine Sh op . Po r ls Service ,

lEllE ROTORCRAfT

Dioamma Nu ( FN ) will bejammin' in Joe's Garage on Dec. 4th!!!
His Favorite Twinkies

Z

V On Any Service V
Over $6.00
E
Expires Nov. 30
E 314-364-2012

P .S. How was your trip back from SEMO?
We Wuv Crippy! ! !
We WuvCrippy! !!!

"0

Earlier or
Later Appointments
Available
1030B Kingshighway
Rolla. MO 65401
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AM I FM stereo sound system
• Dolby System T'" cassette deck
• Sunroof. Power windows
• Cru ise control · 4-whee l power
d isc brakes · Much, mUC h more!
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Complain
pushed down, a little light
turns on at the back of the
car and tells the drivers
behind you that you are
going right. Now, be careful
that you reverse the instructions when turning left.
And let's not forget those
lane changes ... use it when
you intend to go from your
lane into another lane.

from Page 8

Second, a speed limit is
there to tell you that a state
inspected vehicle can safely
travel at the speed indicated
provided that the driver is
wary of others while he or
she proceeds from one poUit
on to another. Not only me,
but many others are annoyed by persons in the
comfort of a car, travelling

Groundwaves
something to read :
Religious Rock-Sunday &9A.
Blues Show-Sunday 8 PMidnight.
Bluegrass Show-Monday
3-6P.
Asleep at the WheelMonday 6 P-9 P.
ZZ Top "Fandango"Tuesday Midnight.
Jazz ShOW-Wednesday
3:30-6 P.

Camel

"Mirage"-

Page 9

at ten or fifteen on a twentyfive to thirty mile-per-hour
street. To avoid this recall
that cars have two or three
pedals on the floor .. .and in
all cases one of them is to
accelerate your vehicle.
I guess that sums it all up.
Just drive like you know
what you're doing .. .if you
haven't been doing that all

along. And if you ever see
me screw up while driving,
please feel free to tell me
about it... (use a lot of adjectives, please, I try to be a
writer) .
What? What do you say?
What kind of car do I drive?
What state am I from?
Come on .. .doyou think I'm
nuts or something?

II

P .S. The preceding announcement
was
given
generically only for
further information consult

8 oz. Chuck Steak
R'b
OZ. I eye
8 oz. Filet
7
oz. Ham Stea k
10 oz. Top Sirloin
12 oz. K.C. Strip
12 oz. T.Bone

$2.79
$3.07
$3.65

6

$3.02
$5.00

$5.96
$6.92

Includes baked potato or frie s and Texas toast.
Free Ice Cream With Every Meal.

from Page 5

Wednesday 7 P .
New Music-Thursday 3-6
P.
New Wave-Thursday &-10
P.
Jazz Show-Thursday 10
P-IA.
And if you are still reading :
Talk Show-Tuesday 6: 15
P.
Radio Classics-Tues. &
Thurs,8:30P.
Comedy Show-Thursday

G&D STEAK HOUSE

G&D Steak House

bed anyways.
Love and kisses,
Dave's Mom

Open 7 days a week 11 :00 a . m. ·9:00 p.m .
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

341 -4272.

Boy, these people are
weird. When I get back home
I'm going to thank Jerry
Falwell for making all my
decisions for me. Anyways,
Everett decided to stay
home tomorrow ; besides the
floor 's too cold to get out of

6:30P.

BS & MS ENGINEERING GRADUATES ...
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRONIC DISCIPLINES
- Puritan-Bennett, progressive leader in deSign, manufacture and
sales of state-of-the-art medicol respiratory and pulmonary
equipment and products, is interested in you . P-B is medium
sized with steady growth patterns and total net sales over

Social

benefiCiary. Currently, three
people pay taxes to support
one, and by the year 2000, in
less than 20 years, there will
be only two workers for each
benefiCiary.
Social Security has in
effect been a "chain letter
scbeme," in which for forty
years we send in our
"contributions" and put our
name at the bottom of the list
in the hope that when our
name reaches the top, at age
65, our pay-off will begin.
Quite frankly the scheme
has finally caught up with

us.
Also, there is considerable

concern that in twenty years
the two workers who will be
required to support the one
single beneficiary may rebel
at the heavy load required.
Obviously, revisions are

$100 million .
Available jobs in our Kansas City or Los Angeles manufacturing

from page 4

called for immediately.
Those concerned about the
impending financial insolvency of the Social
Security program,
this
forum included, are not
hard-hearted
individuals
with no concern for the
elderly and other dependents. It is a matter of how
best to care for the needy
and at the same time keep
Social Security from going
broke, and leaving them
with nothing.
Most of the problems of
Social Security have been
generated by including
within
the
retirement
system beneficiaries by
whom contributions were
never made and at the same
time awarding benefits far
out of proportion to contributions. In other words,

facil ities are:

the system has been endangered by including other
welfare features with the
paid-for
retirement
program.
Demagogic politicians and
media representatives have,
for partisan political purposes, played on the fears of
older Americans in opposing
President Reagan's inltial
proposals to remedy Social
shortcomings,
Security
implying
that
needed
revisions
would
really
"destroy the Social Security
System." Nothing could ·be
further from the truth.
Failure to do anything will
certainly
destroy
the
system.

MEDICAL MECHANICAL SYSTEMS ENGINEER
MEDICAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEM ENGINEER
We offer you an opportunity to achieve your full professional
potential through imme~iate hands-on experience and training.
Salaries are fully competitive w ith excellent benefits.
See the Puritan-Bennett file in your College Placement Center.

CAMPUS VISIT-FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20
~
...-J:)

l

I

PURITAN-BENNETIJ
OORPORAnON

Ii

Oak at Thirteenth, Kansas City, MO 64106
Equol Opportunity Employer M / F/ H

Happi~ not all beers

are created equal.

AIR FORCE ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS ARE

Plus, they enjoy a worldWide reputation for excellence
If you have VISion, creativity, and a sCientific or englneenng
degree. apply your talents With a modern serviCe rhefs geared
for the future Completion of the Air Force's three~month
Officer Training School earns you on officer's commisSion and
starts you on the road to a future-oriented career The Air
Force also offers you an excellent salary, medical and dental
Core, 30 days of paid vacotK:>r\ a year. a S2O,c:x:.>o life Insurance
policy for about $4 a month, and many other benefits
Find out today what the Air Force has to offer by contacting

SSgt. Dave Carlock (314) 364-4367
102 W. 10th Sf. Rolla , MO 65401

A grea t way o f life

..

...
I~

ERLANCER
THE EXCEPTION

III
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Mart Se lls for le ss . Wal M a rt Se lls for .ess • Wal Mart Sells for Less . Wal Mart Sells for Less. Wal · Mart Sells for less. Wal Mart Sells fo, Less. Wal M art S ells

Hwy. 63 S. & Hwy. 72 E. Rolla

9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Prices Good Thru
Saturday, Nov. 14, 1981

'!bed

COnst)CU

crown

Uni vers

saturda

a 17·14
Sou[beal
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NortiJe8S

62.24 viC
Universi

conferel1

Bulldog!

B·

ByLl

The
Basketbi
off to an

TUesday

when the

G.E. Super Star AM/FM
Portable Radio

one of

ponents,
State U

-AC / DC -Model 7-2850
-Batteries not included
-Reg. 24 .97

19

97

UMR.

The te

season

F!eld & Stream
Outdoor Socks
-Reg . 2.26

1

Men's Polyfill Jacket
-100% Dacron Hollofil 1\
-Size S-M-L-XL -Reg . 22.46

-Assorted colors
Reg. 19.88

88

16

88

I

membeI'l
played fo
are: Cal1
Behm, L
Halsey,
Jacobs, '
who is

squad.

Althou!

young,
players b

Ki~
•

WI'

W /Carrying Case
-16" cutting bar -Model 150
-2 .6 cubic inch displacement
-Reg . 213 .78

By
The 19!

season

Cl

Saturday
II!feated ~
ilale, 2-0, I
The vii
Miners an
a 2·, reaJ

Omega V 60 Month
Car Battery
-Sizes to fit most cars and t rucks
-Reg . 53 .88 with exchange

!Uy.
(]{)als (

Btlier, wi
~ of~

U!vorak

~ofhis l

Norelco Rotatract Razor
-Model no . HP1602 -Reg. 42.83

Old Spice Decanters
-Ships wheel , lighthouse, admiral
-Reg . 4.97

Wall's Insulated
Coveralls
-Blizzard proof
-50 % cotton / 50 % poly
-Reg . 39 .88

"We aCt
~ thiri

Men's Wrangler
Fashion Jeans

said CoacJ

'With a

I!!urnin

-Sizes 29-38 -Reg . 13 .88

llisse~a

~Ieanl

Fit
Hwy
ADVERTISING POLICY - It is our intento to have all merc handise in this ad in stock
during the sale dates. However. since most merchandise is overstocks and seasonal
leftovers , and because many items are in limited supply we will not issue rain checks
for this sale . If your are dissatisfied with any merchandise we will gladly exchange it or
give you a refund . Shop early while selecti ons are best.

WAI;MART

::: • Wal Ma,t Sells for Less. Wal M a rt Se lls for Less . W a l ~'art S ells for Les s . Wal Mart S e lls fOr Less. Wal Mart Sells for less. W al Mart Sells fo r less. Wal Ma,t
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SEMO stops Miners' title hopes
The dreams of a second
consecutive MIAA foo~ball
crown
ended
for
the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Saturday, as the Miners lost
a 17-14 heartbreaker to
Southeast MisSOuri State.
UMR's loss, coupled with
Northeast Missouri State's
62-24 victory over Lincoln
University, gave the 1981
conference title to the
Bulldogs.

A Miner victory over the
Indians would have set up a
title-deciding game between
UMR
and
Northeast
Missouri this Saturday at
UMR's stadium. Instead, the
1:30 p.m. game will be a
matter of pride for the
Miners.
"We'll give Northeast our
best shot," UMR Head
Coach Charlie Finley said.
It's always disappointing
when you don't win, but I'm
sure our kids want to go out
on a winning note."

A victory over the
Bulldogs would give the
Miners a &-3-1 overall record
and a 3-1-1 mark in conference play.
"We've had quite a few
injuries this season, and it is
a tribute to our kids that they
stayed alive in the conference race this deep into
the season," Finley said.
UMR struck early last
Saturday, picking up a
Southeast fumble on the
game's first play. Brian
Paris scored from one yard

out six plays later.
The Indians, however,
countered with touchdown
later in the quarter and went
in front to stay when Joe
Young hit Tom Rumping
with a 78-yard touchdown
pass with 12: 45 left in the
first half.
Southeast kicker Ed Hotz
chipped in with a 2&-yard
field goal that proved to be
the winning margin before
the Miners mounted one last
drive late in the

a

The
Miners
took
posseSSion with under two
minutes to play and scored
eight plays later when
Dennis Pirkle hit Jim
Gambill with a 2&-yard pass
with 19 seconds left.
Neither team scored in the
second half, although the
Miners came within three
yards of regaining the lead
in the fourth quarter.
UMR moved the ball to
Southeast's three-yard line
in the fourth quarter before a

The Miners had two more
possessions late in the
contest but couldn't get into
Indian territory.
\

Paris was the game's
leading rusher, gaining 51
yards on 20 carries. Pirkle
hit on 15 of 27 passes, had two
balls intercepted and tallied
187 yards in the air.
On defense, safety Scott
Teter paced the Miners,
piling up 11 solo tackles,
one pass and '
fumble.

B-ball here Tuesday
By LISA GALLAGHER
The
Miner
Women's
Basketball season will get
off to an exciting start this
Tuesday, November 17,
when the Lady Miners meet
one of their toughest opponents, Southwest Missouri
State University, here at
UMR.
The team will open the
season with 7 of its 13
members having previously
played for the Miners. They
are: Carmen Baker, Laurie
Behm, Leslie Behm, Gail
Halsey, Linda Hill Toni
Jacobs, and Becky Ommen,
who is the only senior on the
squad.
Although the team is very
young, with 10 out of 13
players being either Fresh-

men or Sophomores, coach
Catherine
Schulte,
a
newcomer herself, doesn't
see this as a hindrance.
"We may have to work a
little harder together at
first," said Coach Schulte,
who previously coached
volleyball and basketball for
Benedictine College in Atchison, Kansas, "But the
outlook for the future of the
team is great. "
Coach Schulte finds that it
is often hard to recruit
women who are interested in
an
academically
both
demanding curriculum and
varsity basketball. For this
reason, UMR. is sometimes
placed at a disadvantage
against other schools with
larger female enrollments
and correspondingly larger

Kickers end year
with 2-0 win
By LISA GALLAGHER
The 1981 Miner soccer
season came to an end
Saturday night when UMR
defeated Northeast Missouri
State, 2-0, here in Rolla.
The victory gave the
Miners an 11-7-1 season and
a 2-1 record in conference
play.
Goals came from Pat
Becker, who scored his 17th
goal of the season, and Bob
Zdvorak, scoring the first
goal of his UMR career.
"We accomplished some
good things this season,"
said Coach Paul McNally.
"With a good nucleus
returning and some victories
this season over some very
good teams, I feel like we

Holley's
Fitness Gym
Hwy. 72 & Pete Rd.
364-7373
OStudent Rates
oOlympic Weights
°Dumbells
olnclined Benches
oT·bar Rowing
oCalf Machine
oCurling Bars

made progress. "
McNally's efforts will soon
turn to recruiting. He feels
that with a good recruiting
year added to the returning
talent, 1982 should be a very
"U'X~~lW season.

women's sports budgets.
Despite this drawback,
Coach Schulte feels good
about the team. She said,
"Overall I am very pleased
with the talent of the
players.
The
returning
players really hustle. Laurie
and Leslie Behm are very
quick and Gail Halsey is
especially good on defense,
an area we need to work on.
We are all looking forward to
a challenging season and a
chance to improve on last
year's record."
The Miners will be able to
work on that defense at a
pre-season
skrimmage
against East Central Junior
College
in
Union,
on
November
14.
Looking
ahead, the Lady Miners will
face the School of the Ozarks
in an away game on
November 20, and Lincoln
at
home,
University
November 23. Then, on
November 27-28, they will
travel to St. Louis for the
UMSL Invitational Tourney.
All home games begin at
7:30 and are free to students
with an UMR LD.
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Riflers head for Ohio
By: JIM GRIM
The UMR Varsity Rifle
Team will be departing from
Rolla today to compete in its
second and third matches of
the season. The Miners will
compete in a field of over 220
different teams in the 25th
Annual Walsh International
Rifle Match in Cincinnati,
Ohio. The Walsh Match
sponsored by the Xavier
University Rifle Club is one
of the largest indoor international rifle matches in
the United States, with the
level of competiton being
extremely high. The match
is an NRA-registered full
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0
Z

3 Games of Bowl ing
for $3.50 per person
prizes awa rded
Spo nsored by
UMR Bowling Team

I
I
I
I

-

I

I Colonial Lanes, Inc. I
I
Bus. Loop 1-44 West
I
I- _____ COUPONI
364-4124
I
____ _

course smallbore match. In
addition to the fierce competition between teams,
individuals competing in the
match have the opportunity
to qualify for an invitation to
the u.s. International World
Team Tryouts to be held ln
Phoenix, Arizona, in May
and June 1982.
After sbowing their metal
in Cincinnati, the Miners will
continue their road trip with
a second match at the 17th
Annual University of Kentucky Invitational Tournament
in
Lexington,
Kentucky. Here the Miners
will again face a large field

of nationally-rated teams In
a second full course NRA
International Free Rifle
match.
With four experienced
shooters, this year promises
to be one of the best seasons
In many years for the MIner
Rifle Team. Under the
direction of Team Captain
Steve Herrog, the scores of
fellow team members Robin
Thompson, Greg Hardy, and
Frank Writz have slowly
crept upward until the team
average score is approaching last year's high
season score, making the
Miners a team to be
reckoned with on any range .

i..
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Men ~ and Women's Intramural News
By USA GALLAGHER ..
The semester has seen
some exciting women's
intramural action. Tennis
opened the women's season
with Carol Bommann from
Kappa
Delta
defeating
WHA's Vickie Lappe for the
single's title. Doubles action
culminated in the team of
Dena Porterfield and Sue
Robbins from WHA winning
over Lori Looser and Leslie
Sonnabend of Chi Omega.

Intramural racquetball,
which began September 29,
is coming to a finish with
four games left to play in
each
division.
Double
elimination
tournaments
will determine the winners
next week.
Current action includes
soccer, volleyball and table
tennis, which are now well
underway. These sports will
wrap up the women's intramural fall schedule.

UMRWOMEN'S
INTRAMURAL POINTS
FALL 1961

145.5

1. WHA
2. TJHA

132

3.KD

124

4.ZTA

119
112
92
78.5
66
63 .5
36.5
30

5. Chi 0
6. DofN
7. Wesley
8.AWS

9. GDI
Following are the current
10. Stardusters
women's intramural stan11. Newman
defending champiOns, fell 5 dings. The totals include
12. ABS
points short of a strong 60 points from tennis, swimpoint WHA finish in early ming and billiards.
October swimming competition.
October
also _
brought the completion of
billiards play with GPl's
Rhonda Canning beating out
Complete line of Univega Bicycles
Tammy Sewell of TJHA for
Parts & Accessories Available for all bikes
the title.
Chi Omega, last year's

o

Unfortunately, repeated
incidences of poor sportsmanship highlight the intramural news for this week.
Not less than two fights have
occurred on the intramural
fields this year and several
incidences of arguments
involving players, spectators and referees have also
taken place.
Students are urged to
cooperate with the Intramural
Managers
Association and the referees
in supporting proper sportsmanship both on the field
and on the sidelines. The
athletic department regrets
the incidences that hav~

Pedal Power Cyclery

Results after billiards
sbow WHA on top with a 13.5
point lead over TJHA in
second place, followed by
Kappa Delta, Zeta Tau
Alpha and Chi Omega.

occurred and reminds all
students
that
unsportsmanlike conduct will
not be tolerated.

By JOHN DANIEL

Short Term Hospital Policy
VALUABLE PROTECTION WHEN YOU ARE:

310 E. 6th
Rolla, Mo. 65401

364-2412

Round robin play continues this week in in-

tramural
soccer
and
volleyball.
Double
elimination tournaments in
singles and doubles table
tennis got under way earlier
this week and will conclude
at the end of the semester.

10 o .m . to 6 p.m.

obetween employment or laid off
orecently graduated
00n vacation from college

.on strike
owaiting to be covered under group policy
oin need of temporary medical protection
215 W. 8th Street. Ramsey Buildi"g. Suite 212
I

Service of the cycle , for the cyclist , by the cyclist.

364·8888

goQde" CQuQe 9w~u/(a"Ce u\ge"cy
215 W. 8th Street, Ramsey Building. Suite 212

dn't buy Gale Bul man
Athletic Fund Coupons!

HAPPY
THANKSGIVING

orr
ByEI
Free Big Mac with purchase af
$5.00 book of McDonald's
Gift Certificates.
Pr of. Jerry Cohen l is lening
10 Ed Austin expound on
Darwin's theory : " Da rwin
says we descended from
monkeys _ My Grandpa may
have been a gorilla . bul it
doesn 't worry me ,"
Prof. Cohen : " Perhaps nol .
bul it musl have worried

Archie (GA N o . 110) :
" Wha t's the best cure for
seasickness? " Bi ll (G A N o . Dove ' " Di d you hear oboul
Ihe fish I cough t ?~'
,
Il l ): " Give it u p ,"
60 or older . join Ihe Golden Lloyd " N o , what about it? "
Dove ; " II was 12 long and
Arches Club for fr ee . Ab·
solu t ely no char ge 01 any weighed 10 Ibs! I neve r sow
such a fish ' "
lime , Trade wi lh the f ine
lloyd : " I beheve you ."

" Choosey cheese choosers
always soy cheese p l ease
w hen they choose the
cheese in Ihe cheese·
burgers at McDonald 's."

Soy it in 2 seconds-win
bog of fries. .

0

Congratulations 10 RHS Bulldogs Football Team on being named number 1 in the di st r ict.
.

McDONALD'S ANNUAL SHOOT OUT
AI ha tf ,time . No vem ber 24 . 19B 1. UMR vs . Maryvil l e
College . Don 't m iss ill

UMR INTRAMURALS· MEN

w••

Athlete of tk.
k
Tom Apel . Beta Sigma Pi

Team of the W •• k
Beta Si gma Pi

UMR INTRAMURAL·WOMEN OFFICERS

1_-::5~~::=:7._-;;+-_..:6..:p..:.m...:...,.o_9..:
.:
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SLOGAN NIGHT
Patt ie Sommars : " You reo
mind me of Ihe ocean ."
Fred Kummer : " Wild .
r om ant ic and res t less?"
Patt ie : '·No . you jusl make
me sick ."

There's more in Ihe m iddle
alan Egg McMuffin Ihan on
egg in Ihe middle of
a muffin ,"
Soy i t in 2 second s·win
a bog of fries .
6 p .m . to 9 p .m .

Wolf howl -win a bag of tnes .

I " bubble-win a bog o f fries .

6 p .m . to 9 p .m .
" Our fish hlet and french
frie s ore Ihe best .
thaI IS well known : when II
comes 10 bemg perfecl
McDonald 's stands alone ."

6 p .m . t o 9 p .m .

CO'yOo':eo~oy:~~;~noob~ueOr~~o',· , .

3'~~~~I~_::i: ~~;~~~:~t~"

scrumptious french fr ies
all fried
Iden brown ."

Coaches-Sarah Pres t on
Athlete of the We.k

bet you S10 you con -I kill
Ihot wolf ." Wa l ly lei I ond 10
minutes l aler come bac k
with a dead wolf. Thai nighl
a s they were turning In Ihey
heard another wol f howl.
Don " Glmme ho ck my S10,
killed Ihe
wolf! '

Cora l Bornmoon , Koppo Della
Kathy Zluhon . Kappa Delta

no , says she's going 10 leave
me I' I don 't quil playing so
much golf ."
Dove H ilgenberg (Oak
Meadows Golf Pro ), " ThaI 'S
100 bod ."
Terry " ' t sure IS, I'm going
to miss her "

t---.;;:;;,..i'AO-p,=-...."rr----:S
::-lO
= G"7A7:N"7N::"'G
=-H
: :-'::---:':":.+---:l:":'A:-.::Sc:N""'=G7:H:' --7:
I1+--;-;~'"""=;i-;:;=-;;'--;-;;-t::.::.,~;;;;:;7:'~~~=';-;;1..!.::.:...;=.:...;.:.:...==="-+----------;;.,..j
" Two a ll beef potties .

So·So Fib, wln a burger
Classic Fib -win a Breakfast.
6 p ,m . 109 p . m
" Another lime for thanking
each guesl we've ever served.
From our vow 10 plea se you
McDonold's ne ... er swer ... ed ."

6 p . m , to 9 p .m .

An sel m : " You know I'm
fun ny ,olwoys throw myself
in to anything I undertake ."
Koren Wheolon : " How
splendi:J 1 Why don 't you d ig
a well?"

JOKE NIGHT
Ge t a chuck l e·win a
bog of fries .
Make us lough , wln a
breakfast.
6 p ,m . to 9 p ,m .
" The . apple pies

23

1 hoop -Win a bog of fnes ,
3 hoops· win a burger ,
Senior Citizen , I hoop · win
a breakfast
When Ihe basketballs are
bounCing . bul your leom
con 't seem 10 score ,
Promise Ihem McChlCken
and watc h Ihem try once
HULA HOOP NIGHT

LAUGH

1 hoop , win a bog 01 fr ies,

laugh for 30 seconds ,wln a
bag of fries . Lough for a
minute · win a burger .
6 p ,m . 10 9 p m

~r~ ready .

mom's you 'll scarcely
kn o w

UMR MEAL PLAN
Don Brown dropped around
10 see Coral Sornmoon 01
Della House and
confron ted by her sorori ty
sisler who SOld ' " H i Don "
Don : " HI - is Carol ex pecl lng
me?" Coed . " Yes "
Dan " Ho w do you k now? "
Coed " She's gone Oul .

CREW BIRTHDAYS
whl slle DIXie ,w ln a burger
6p ,m t09pm
There ore 7 999 drops o f
creamy goodness 10 ou r
choco lol e shake s

No ... 3
N ov 6
Nov 7
N ov.8
Nov. 17
N ov 20
Nov . 22

·Mel WeInbaum
· Jennller Fi le
· Kotherine Pugh
,Do ... e Weinbaum
·Loune Sm llh
-Belle Mace
· Sandra lux

" No need to drop a dollar
to tip our friendly crew ;
When
dining
at
our
restour o n l
the treat is all on
HA PP Y THANKSGIVING

Sign
Scorpi o
Scorpio
ScorpIo
Scorp io
Sco rpI o
I

Stone
Topaz
Topaz
To poz
Topaz
TOpOl
lapaz

Bob MotukewlCz onswenng
Bell y Franz : " Would you be
the phone ' " How o n earlh
Insulted If Ihol good looking should I know? Call th e Coast
slronger o ff ered you some
Guard! "
champag n e? "
MOlukewicz : 'Who was
Margaret (Oa k Meadow's
that dear?"
f amous c hef ): " Yes . but I'd Bob " I don'l know . Some nut
probably swallow the
w ont ed to know if the coa st is
insull. "
clear ."

26

3 hoops,wln a burger .
Senior Cililen 1 hoop · win
a breakfast.
6 p ,m . to 9 p ,m
" Our quality has m,Jde us
near legend by today ,
That 's really nOl surpfl Sln g
thaI s the Great M cDonald s

T~he~y rt:;/:o:~ p~~~~ h~~e

20
1" bubble· win a bog of frie s.
3 " bu bble·w i n a burger . 5"
bubble , wln a break fa st .
6 p . m to 9 p ,m ,

27

28

Rick Weaver . " My toolh IS
really killing me ond I kno w
II must be pulled . Bul Doc .
S7S IS 0 lot o f money l or 5
minutes of work I

Lou ise Maggi ' " How do you
like the potato salad?"
Him " It's del icious! Did you
buy it yoursell?"

G IVE MOM A BREAK ,
WE 'LL BE OPEN FOR
BREAKFAST AND LUNCH I
6:30 0 . m .· 2

Dr . Henry An l olo k ' Well I
could p ul l II more slow ly "

"There are 7 999 drops of
creamy goodness in our
shakes '

BIRTHDAY PARTIES

SECRETARIES
Right an swe r Win S a
breok/ost

We ca ter to all oges
N o fu ss l No muss l Call us'
3 41 · 2180 ask l o r manager

McDon ald s b irthday co ke s
availabl e for home parties

~nd

out hunting were star tled by
a wo lf howl. Don Til ley : ''I'll Terry Ha rris : " My wi f e _ Ivon -

Answ er.
No me
Fill ou l and gl ... e 10 manager
One wlOnlng en lry per month

NOVEMBER

1981
Rolla McDonald's
Calendar of Events

Colhie Schulte .
Team of the Month
WHA
W HA
Beta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Alpha

Men 's Swimming
Women's SWimming

...

TJHA
WHA

UMR VARSITY SPORTS HOMEGAMES
Football-Nov . 14 . N o , EO SI Missouri Stale Ba,k.tball·
N ov . 24 , Maryvi ll e College Soccer-Nov . 7 . N ortheast
M o' Siole , 7 :00 p . m . Wom.n', Bask.tboll·N o ... . 17 .
Southwest Mo , Stal e . N ov 23 , l in co ln .

ROllA HIGH SCHOOL HOME EVENTS
Boy 's Bask.tball ·Nov . B· Hou ston 01 6: 30 , Nov.
IB-Wos hinglon 01 6 :3OGlris Bosk.tball · N ov . 24 01
Newburg 01 6 :30. Cross Country· St ole . Jeff City . tbo .

SECRETARY OF THE MONTH
WANDA DAVIS
SECRETARY TO PRINCIPAL LEROY ALEX·
ANDER AT MARK TWAIN SCHOOL
SECRETARIES CORNER
N eJd meeting
Ramada Inn In
will be Peggy
Koren Matlock

oot5eeJ
next~

muchn
to Dav

directd
center.

The!
a gilt
giVPJI

IleCessi
staHl
~Ul

UMR INTRAMURAlS CHAMPIONS
Men 's Foclgoll Di vision 1
Men 's Football Di visio n II

The
oomput
first flo

will be on N ovember 10, 1981 at the
S, Robert , Mo ., at 6:30 p .m . Speorer
ISfigg o f TOOSI Masters . For inlo . cal l
341 ·4197 or LOUise Hom illon 368 ·316 1.

BOSS OF THE YEAR AWARD
COLONel FRANK PARTlOW
Colonel Fronk ParI low was selected for thiS award this
year . HIS secrelo,y IS Louise Ha milton .

FOR GRADE SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH
When does Ihe leocher wear dark glosses?
Answer _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

No me _~~--------------~--. .- - - Fdl oul and give to manage r · w in a b og o f f ries .
(One winner per pe r son per m onth ) .

was ~

~ibl!

lbestud
The
Ilbich
new lac

aoout ~

Iennina

l~ g
~
lI)(wo

Dr.

